
COMMISSIONS 27 AND 42 OF THE IAUINFORMATION BULLETIN ON VARIABLE STARSNumber 4401 Konkoly ObservatoryBudapest25 November 1996HU ISSN 0374 { 0676ON THE CYCLICITY OF THE S Dor PHASES IN AG CARINAE1AG Car (HD94910) is a most enigmatic LBV of the southern hemisphere. Its light curvedisplays episodes of fading and brightening with strongly variable amplitude. In 1995,the star was in one of its brightest maxima since the double maximum of 1981{82, andis now again on its decline. Figure 1 displays the light curve since 1980. The dots arevisual estimates collected by one of us (A.J.), the open circles that are connected by a fullline represent Walraven V data (transformed to Johnson V ) taken from van Genderen etal. (1988, 1990) and Str�omgren y data from the \Long-Term Photometry of Variables"(LTPV) project at ESO (Sterken 1983, 1994, for the data see Manfroid et al. 1991, 1994and Sterken et al. 1993, 1995).Van Genderen et al. (1996) discussed all available photometric data covering more thanone century, and introduced the concept S Dor phase (SD), viz. the phases of brighteningwith a more or less regular pattern of recurrence. In particular, they introduce a newnomenclature and distinguish \normal S Dor phases" superimposed on a much slowerrhythm of brightening and fading for which they coin the term \Very-long term S Dorphase (VLT{SD)". For more details we refer to their paper.
Figure 1. Light curve of AG Car since 1982. � are visual estimates, � are based on data from vanGenderen et al. (1988, 1990) and on published LTPV data. The continuous line connects all published.photoelectric V data1Based on observations collected at the European Southern Observatory (Chile)
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Figure 2. Schematic light curve of AG Car since 1970 (adapted from van Genderen et al. 1996).The solid line covers the observations, the dotted line is the lower envelope of the continuous line andillustrates how the authors think the underlying VLT-SD phase could be represented. The numberedmaxima do not correspond to the cycle numbers as shown in Figure 4. Note the double maximum26{27.From 1970 on (after JD 2440000), the light curve shows a fairly uninterrupted sequenceof S Dor maxima. Numbered 17{38 in the van Genderen et al. (1996) paper, this se-quence of 22 times of maximum yielded a period of 373d�1:d8 (see Figure 2 for a partialreproduction of Figure 1 of van Genderen et al. 1996). Extrapolating the cycle-numberingscheme to the past, these authors re�ned the period to P = 371:d4 � 0:d6. The resultingO�C diagram did not show a random pattern, but suggested a possible cyclic behaviouron a time scale of about 7900 d or 21.6 y (for the time interval 1970{1994).Unfortunately, diminishing opportunities for observing AG Car in the framework ofLTPV made a complete coverage of the 1994{1995 (double) maximum impossible. How-ever, from a preliminary reduction of yet unreleased LTPV data collected in Novemberand December 1995, we could derive one additional time of maximum, viz. HJD245 0080,corresponding to cycle E = 23 (see Figure 3). The visual light curve also suggests max-ima at JD 244 9750, 245 0083 and 245 0350. The photoelectric maximum at E = 23 fullycon�rms the one derived visually. The �rst of the new visual maxima was not taken tocorrespond to the brightest estimate, because the real maximum likely occurs around themiddle of the corresponding block of data (as is also illustrated by the di�erence betweenthe brightest y measurement and the maximum of the �tted curve in Figure 4). Themaximum at E = 21, provisionally estimated at JD 244 9400 and bracketed in Table 1of van Genderen et al. (1996), in reality seemed to have occurred later|that is, aroundJD 244 9455. Note that the estimation of the time of extremum during a supermaximum(maxima 26{27 in Figure 2, the double maxima in 1981{82 and in 1994{95) is particularlydi�cult because the star does not have the time to fall back to its low state of light outputbefore the 371 d cycle is completed.
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Figure 3. LTPV-1995 y � V photometry (in the natural system). Each data point represents onedi�erential measurement. The line represents the �tted third-degree polynomial used to calculate thetime of maximum. Note the asymmetric form, with a descending branch that is much steeper than theascending branch, a phenomenon that is typical for normal SD phases on the descending branch of theVLT-SD phase, see also Figure 2.The new O � C diagram is shown in Figure 4. The two estimates of the time ofmaximum corresponding to E = 21 have been agged by an arrow in Figure 4, as well asthe last point in the diagram, which ultimately may turn out to shift upward as suggestedin the �gure. The �gure clearly con�rms the cyclic pattern on a time scale of � 20 y assuggested by van Genderen et al. (1996).
Figure 4. O � C diagram for SD maxima 17{38 (cycle numbers 0{21) of AG Car for the linearephemeris constructed with P = 371:d4, van Genderen et al. (1996). The � at E = 23 is derived froma sequence of photoelectric measurements, see Figure 3. The open circles at E = 22 � 24 are based onnew visual estimates. The upper vertical arrow indicates the corrected position of the E = 21 maximum(which was provisionally estimated on the basis of incomplete data by van Genderen et al. 1996). The ?indicates the shift to be expected when the current SD phase will have been observed completely.
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